LESSON FOR MONDAY: 7-23-07 (Meet in Gaviota Computer Lab: Phelps Hall 1529)

- **Reading:** Your research reading.
- **Writing:** Work on survey or interview write up—FINAL DRAFT DUE IN CONFERENCES WITH CHRIS.
- **Class Activities:** In-class writing, peer review of draft one of the researched essay, introduction to PowerPoint, and viewing of really cool PowerPoint in class.

I  Thesis Paragraph Exercise (25 min)
   A. Divide into threes.
   C. Write your thesis. You can use this form if it helps: [http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb/thesis.html](http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb/thesis.html)

II  Creating Links (25 min)
   A. Go over the link list: [http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-wr50-S06/LinkingWords.doc](http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-wr50-S06/LinkingWords.doc)
   B. Give them the exercise: [http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-wr50-S06/LinkitUp.doc](http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-wr50-S06/LinkitUp.doc)
   C. Have them go into pairs and create a link, and cut.
   D. Write an opening paragraph, with your thesis, or another paragraph, and use the linking words to create a “flow.”

III  Playing With PowerPoint, Advanced (20 min)
   B. Have them spend 10-15 minutes with a tutorial that looks interesting.
   C. Have them play with an advanced element in their slides.

IV  PowerPoint Presentation Dos and Don'ts (20 min)
   A. Bring up your PowerPoint, [http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-Wr50-W07-Online/TeachingWritingWithLaptops.ppt](http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-Wr50-W07-Online/TeachingWritingWithLaptops.ppt), and do the first two slides crappily.
   B. Do them well?
   C. **Questions:**
      a. **The Crap:**
         i. What did I do poorly?
         ii. Where were my eyes?
         iii. How would you describe my voice?
         iv. What did I do with my slides?
         v. **Key Question:** What advice would you give me?
      b. **The Good:**
         i. What did I do with voice? Eyes? The PPT?
         ii. **Key Question:** What questions do you have?
V Presenting Practice (15 min)
A. Bring up the slides you’ve created for today, plus any other ones you have.
B. Warm-up, and hints on presenting.
C. Create some notes for the slides you have.
D. Get into groups of three.
E. Present a few slides to each other, then respond to these questions for each presenter:
   a. What did the presenter do well?
   b. What could they work on?
   c. What advice would you give to the presenter?
F. Questions for Chris Time

TUESDAY:  7-24-07 (Meet in Gaviota Computer Lab:  Phelps Hall 1529)
• Reading: Your own research reading.
• Writing: Turn in first draft of researched essay. To be returned to you in conference. Also, start on your PowerPoint Presentation.
• Assignment: Work on presentations. Research QandA. First four to six presentations (extra credit for those who go first).
LESSON FOR TUESDAY: 7-24-07 (Meet in Gaviota Computer Lab: Phelps Hall 1529)

- **Reading:** Your own research reading.
- **Writing:** Turn in first draft of researched essay. To be returned to you in conference. Also, start on your PowerPoint Presentation.
- **Assignment:** Work on presentations. Research QandA. First four to six presentations (extra credit for those who go first).

I Research QandA (15 min)
  A. Log into Moodle:
  B. Post any and all questions to your research questions.
  C. Answer what questions you can, let Chris address the ones you cannot.

II Peer Review (45 min)
  A. Give out the sheet, and go over it.
  B. Show them your lawyer comments, point out their specificity:
     [http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/UploadWr50-F06/LawyerPaper.doc](http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/UploadWr50-F06/LawyerPaper.doc)
  C. Reflection: What are the next three things I have to do to writer the best possible paper I can?

I Presentations (45 min)
  A. Present.
  B. Respond.
  C. Debrief

THURSDAY: 7-26-07

MEET FOR CONFERENCES WITH CHRIS IN HIS OFFICE. BE SURE TO BRING RESEARCH MATERIALS WITH YOU.

Week Six: Writing and Presentations

MONDAY: 7-30-07 (Meet in Gaviota Computer Lab: Phelps Hall 1529)

- **Reading:** Your research reading. (Cover things you need to cover.)
- **Writing:** Second draft of researched essay.
- **In Class Work:** Presentations. Interesting writing work.